GROW YOUR BUSINESS WITH CARPAYDIEM
QUALITY GUARANTEED - EXPORTING TO MORE THAN 50 COUNTRIES WORLDWIDE!

CARPAYDIEM
WORLD CLASS COMPANY WITH A JAPANESE HEART

- Access to more than 5,000 vehicles from our Dealer Partners
- Access to the auction with more than 140,000 stocks WEEKLY
- Exclusive Dealer Discounts
- Be the first to see the new stocks!
- WE NEVER CHANGE ODOMETER/MILEAGE!

BECOME A MEMBER TODAY!
WHY CHOOSE CARPAYDIEM
OUR ADVANTAGES OVER OUR COMPETITION

JAPANESE COMPANY
We are proud to say that CARPAYDIEM is a Japanese company. It means that we provide you with the Japanese quality of service.

COMPETITIVE PRICES
We have been in the car exporting industry for more than 10 years. Our partners and vehicle sources, affiliations and reputation along with discounted shipping cost from the shipping company enables us to sell our vehicles at a very competitive price!

BETTER SELECTION THAN OTHERS
Usual 2nd hand car companies get their stock from the auction, BUT, we at carpaydiem have other sources such as resellers, taxi companies, driving schools, wreckers, car sales company and many more which supplies us with top vehicles.

INSPECTION AND QUALITY ASSURANCE
All vehicles sold by CARPAYDIEM are pre-inspected in Japan by Authorized Inspectors. This assures you of the quality of each vehicle even before buying. You could choose to have it inspected on your side as well.

TESTIMONIALS
SEE WHAT OUR SATISFIED CUSTOMERS HAS TO SAY

I dealt with several Japanese companies but when it comes to Hiace Van, Carused.jp is the best company in Japan!

CONGO, DRC

This one is the best trucks so far I have ever bought from Japan. Thanks jp

UGANDA
TRUCKS OF ALL SIZES
Rest assured, our selection of trucks are undoubtedly BETTER THAN OTHERS. We have all kinds of trucks that you need including 2 ton, 4 ton, 10 ton flat body, dump, alloy wing, as well as special vehicles like camping trucks, cranes, and vacuum trucks.

TAXI COMPANIES
Carpaydiem’s partners include large taxi companies all across Japan. Last year, we purchased over 200 vehicles from taxi companies, which were exported to various parts of the world.
If you are looking for a taxi, Contact Carpaydiem today!

MOTABILITY VEHICLES FOR DRIVERS WITH DISABILITIES
Our customers are our best priority. We provide the best security & services to all kinds of customers. Our Motability vehicles are in the best condition ready for you to use!

RENTAL CARS
We are tied with major car rental companies which gives us access to Good quality cars such as Vitz, iS, Prius, Aqua, Demio and flere.

BUSES
We deliver more than 5 buses monthly WORLDWIDE! There are over 50 buses in our inventory.

LEFT HAND DRIVE
EXPORTING LEFT HAND DRIVE VEHICLES WORLDWIDE!
Are you looking for a Mercedes Benz, BMW or perhaps even a Porsche? We have hundreds of stocks and stocks from our local dealer connection and Auction! All stocks are updated weekly!
Contact Carpaydiem today, let us help you find your Dream Car!

HEAVY MACHINERIES

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES
We have the best commercial vehicles on the market at competitive prices! Hundreds on stocks and thousands more at our Auction!

FARMING VEHICLES
CAR SHIPPING BY CONTAINER

Buying in bulk? Ro-Ro shipment is not coming to your port? Living in a No-Sea-port country?

Shipping your car in a container may provide a better solution to your requirements than a Roll on Roll off (Ro-Ro) service for several reasons including the type of vehicle you have to ship, your intended destination or it may simply be your preference to use a container to ship your car.

As most of vehicle exporter are based in Japan. We, Carpaydiem, are mainly dealing on Ro-Ro shipment.

But for customers' satisfaction and convenience, we are ready to ship out your precious vehicle by Container too.

HOW TO LOAD IN CONTAINER

- **Option 1:** One(1) car one(1) truck - Easiest
- **Option 2:** Three (3) cars
- **Option 3:** Two(2) cars and one(1) truck
- **Option 4:** Four(4) cars
- **Option 5:** Six(6) cars in one container
  - Depends on the vehicle size
  - (ex: two(2) units of Toyota Vitz & Four(4) units of Toyota Prius)

HAVE SOME QUESTIONS FOR US?

If you have some inquiries regarding the containers, loading plans or any concerns, please call us at +81-3-5778-4230.

We offer support in English, French, Spanish, Tagalog and Japanese

CONTAINER SHIPMENT

- Charged and paid per container
  - (6 cars max)
- Can be loaded in bulk
- Can be delivered to almost anywhere in the world
- Great care is taken to safely load your car
- Recommended shipping method for Used Car Dealers

RO-RO SHIPMENT

- Charged and paid per vehicle - 1 by 1
- Some country doesn't have RO-RO Shipment
- There are some cases of stolen or damaged goods using ro-ro
- Recommended if you are just buying per piece
BECOME A MEMBER!

CHOOSE CARPAYDIEM
Earn more than you are earning right now!

BECOME A MEMBER TODAY
Becoming a member is easy and free! Just sign-up at our website!

OUR EXCLUSIVE MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

> Access to more than 5,000 vehicles from our Dealer Partners
> Access to the auction with more than 140,000 stocks weekly
> Save money and earn more with Exclusive Dealer Discounts

What are you waiting for? Sign up now!

HTTPS://CARUSED.JP
BE A PART OF OUR GROWING NETWORK
CARPAYDIEM - PROVIDING JAPANESE CARS WITH QUALITY AND INTEGRITY

COMPANY PROFILE

Founded: 2009
Established at: 10 Million Yen in capital
Headquarters: Tokyo Japan
Branches: Osaka, Kanagawa
Number of Employees: 20
Services: Ecommerce, Exporting used vehicles, Internet Advertisement
Tokyo Headquarters: 2-6-1 Shibuya, Shibuya-ku Tokyo
Membership:

CONTACT INFORMATION

OFFICE (EN): +81-3-5778-4230
ATSUSHI (EN): +81-90-8011-1389
BOB (EN): +81-60-3705-1979
YOUSS (FR, ES, EN): +81-70-3990-8510
THIERRY (FR, EN, DE-LU, DE-LI): +81-80-1323-9617
IZUMI (EN): +81-3-5778-4230
FRED (PH, EN): +81-90-8011-1389
WHATSAPP, VIBER, WECHAT: +81-70-3990-8510
SKYPE: ATSUSHICP